
MINDFULNESS MIMESIS

POESISMETIS

thinking, being, and doing

mechanical, scienti�c

The existing conceptual nature of design 
is at odds (epistemic dysfunction) with 
the facilitation of social innovation 
through co-design practice

to know 

heuristics = poesis + techne

poesis = to make, criticial agency
based on mimesis, aneeds to reconceptualised to incorporate diegesis (narration - to represent)

Latour — need to draw matters of concern rather than fact.

people in performing arts etc 
are far better at this

fail early = easier with products than people!

to craft

cultivating open innovation

the practis of metis (crafting by cunning intelligence), hostile to intent

metis through techne  + mimetic capability via poesis
intent & purpose devoid of transparent can easliy become subverted

making meaningshared vs cunning artefact

representing narrative

showing story

http://www.bruno-latour.fr/articles/article/112-DESIGN-CORNWALL.pdf

widsom through practice (episteme) + moral will and discipine (enkrasia)

to attend to community membership + service interests

designers are enkratic (behave enkratically) when they do what believe what they should (similar to Satre’s good faith?)
vs akrasia acting against one’s better judgement (better rather than morally just).

Krippendorf — designers should be responsible for actions as 
the su�er form akrasis but not amnesia (1998)

Inácio & Grado construction of intentions
most designers su�er from akrasis

Prof Robert Young 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT - WHAT THE GREEKS TAUGHT US

Dilnot not about what we are but how we act

ethics is about how we act with others: in negotiatons we take; 

“for better or worse, the ethical applies onyl to human relations self-soncsiously taught”

responsibility and co-design?

capability to consider the order of change

Ive = scathing of SD (perhaps the snobbery of being part of a 400 yr profession as opposed to a 4 yr one?) 

may involve  CAD, visualising, prototyping

we’re living in the past as designers

not arguing for enkrasis, just better akrasis

human technology, tempered by metis

metis is ability to manipulate material to the course of unlikely e�ects from the world
 that is central to one of the longest running suspicison of  the service designer

— Singleton (2011)

techne = team (e.g to make a building)

egocentric not egotistical outcomes

Whitehead: 
when knowledge has to save the day,
 ignorance hides the guilt of vice.

is there a difference between intent + consequence?

ala Latour’s “We Have Never Been Modern?”
Aristotle — not simply a skill, involves not 
only ability to decide how to achieve a certain 
end, but also the ability to re�ect upon and 
determine the end

Using learning as a way of having a handle of well 
considered co-design (through case studies etc?)

Notes: Vicky Teinaki 
12 Oct 2011



how to reconceptualise the role of the designer? How to make desirable social far futures, near futures through the creation of creative narratives?

Ontology and Telos Role of the Designer

Worldview Ethics

Change innovation Science Technology Historical Tradition Trust Progressive co-design practices

Involves making 
connection to Creative Empathy

involves understanding 
design languages in

Involves understanding 
Design Technology in

Poesis
(drawing things together)

Co-design methods

Creativityabout Narrative

about Modernity

is Making Senseis Making Meaning

Diegesis

Mimesis

Determines the  Epistemology of Practice (raison d’etre) of

which informs the practice of thewhich concerns the nature and purpose of

Mindfulness Practices

Metis

is shared vs cunning artifacts 

Involves creating 
Service System Speci�cations

Technes
the art of Emphatic Reasoning

requires new
heuristics 
for Design
Praxiology

(engagement)

based on Mechanical (modernism) delivers

there is an Epistemic
dysfunction in Design

determines Moral behaviour (Enkratic) and to determine the 
Philosophical base

addressing heightened concerns of real world 
issues in the social context through

based on (theos) 
and integrates delivery

Leadership/followership

Control/Flexibility about controlled facilitation

about open  facilitation

in a professional dichotomy

based on Logos 
delivers

based on (___)
and __ delivery

Episteme

(widsom for practice)

Detail of Community Engagement and Greek Philosophy Map — Professor Robert Young


